
Terms and Conditions | Show us your fish Instagram Competition  
Barooga Sports Club Ltd – Terms and Conditions - #1981ShowUsYourFish 

Competition dates: 1 December 2019 – 12 January 2019 

 

1. The promoter is: Barooga Sports Club Ltd whose registered office is on Burkinshaw St, Barooga 

3644. 

2. The competition is open to residents of Australia over the age of 18 including employees of 

Barooga Sports Club Ltd and their close relatives. Those judging the competition are excluded 

from participating. 

3. There is no entry fee and no purchase necessary to enter this competition. 

4. By entering this competition, an entrant is indicating his/her agreement to be bound by these 

terms and conditions. 

5. Route to entry for the competition and details of how to enter are via 

[https://sporties.com.au/nineteen81/] 

6. This promotion is to be solely ran through Nineteen81’s Instagram, @nineteen81barooga 

7. Multiple entries will be accepted per person. 

8. Closing date for entry will be January 12th, 2020. After this date no further entries to the 

competition will be permitted. 

9. No responsibility can be accepted for entries not received for whatever reason. 

10. The rules of the competition and how to enter are as follows: 
11. Weekly winners for participants who put up photos of their fish caught during the duration of 

the campaign (assuming terms and conditions are met). Weekly winners announced on the 
a. 9/12/2019 
b. 16/12/2019 
c. 23/12/2019 
d. 30/12/2019 
e. 6/1/2020. 

There are 5 weekly draws which will be awarded to the photo deemed the best over that given week 
(not necessarily the biggest fish). The final major prize will be awarded to the biggest fish caught 
throughout the competition on the 12/1/2020. 

- For photos to be eligible they must contain a piece of Nineteen81 merchandise, whether 

that be a Nineteen81 shirt, stubby holder, hat, beanie or hoody. 

- Individual entering must follow Nineteen81 and Cobram Barooga Anglers on Instagram 

o AND use the hashtag #1981ShowUsYourFish as well as tag @nineteen81barooga and 

@cobrambaroogaanglers in the caption 

Winners announced every Monday on Nineteen81 Instagram: 

12. The promoter reserves the right to cancel or amend the competition. Any changes to the 

competition will be notified to entrants as soon as possible by the promoter. 

13. Prizes pictured in marketing material are issue to change. 



14. The prizes are as stated, and no cash or other alternatives will be offered. The prizes are not 
transferable. Prizes are subject to availability and we reserve the right to substitute any prize 
with another of equivalent value without giving notice. 

15. Winners will be shortlisted by Barooga Sports Club Ltd and from them a representative from the 
Cobram Barooga Anglers Club will have final say on weekly winners. The Major prize is selected 
by the largest fish entered in the competition, assuming all criteria for entry are met. 

16. The winner(s) will be announced on Nineteen81’s Instagram (@nineteen81barooga) each 
Monday throughout the promotion. The winner(s) have until January 31st to claim the prize, we 
reserve the right to withdraw the prize from the winner and pick a replacement winner if these 
time restraints are not met. 

17. The promoter will notify the winner when and where the prize can be collected / is delivered 
once they have contacted either of our social media platforms (Facebook or Instagram). 

18. The promoter’s decision in respect of all matters to do with the competition will be final and no 
correspondence will be entered. 

19. By entering this competition, an entrant is indicating his/her agreement to be bound by these 
terms and conditions. 

20. The winner(s) agree to the use of his/her name and image in any publicity material, as well as 
their entry. 

21. Entry into the competition will be deemed as acceptance of these terms and conditions. 
22. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, 

Facebook, Twitter or any other Social Network. You are providing your information to Barooga 
Sports Club Ltd and the Cobram Barooga Anglers Club. 

 


